Letters to the Editor

Use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence

That it should take our experts 17 pages to explain the problem of prescribing outside the licences of contraceptives surely exposes a credibility gap between regulation and prescribing. It seems we are now expected to know the detail of every licence of every drug we use and to tell the patient when we are outside the licence.

This is not practical advice. For example, how are we expected to follow the advice given? The licence system is clearly discrepant, and in my opinion can safely be ignored providing one follows the best expert prescribing advice available. That surely is what we actually do and will continue to do.

Michael Cox,
FRCOG, MFFP
Obstetrician and Gynaecologist (Retired),
Nuneaton, UK

Reply

Thank you for your opportunity to respond to the comments from Dr Michael Cox regarding our Guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’.1 Dr Cox considers that it is unnecessary and impractical to inform patients when drugs are prescribed in circumstances outside the terms of manufacturers’ product licences. He suggests that providing this information would cause confusion for patients. The General Medical Council (GMC) website includes frequently asked questions on prescribing and indicates: “some medicines are routinely used outside the scope of their licence ... where current practice supports the use of a medicine in this way it may not be necessary to draw attention to the licence when whocribing consent”. Thus, the GMC supports doctors who make that judgment that certain examples of ‘off-label’ prescribing are so well established that explicitly informing patients is superfluous.

Nevertheless, in the context of contraceptive prescribing, patients will receive their medicine in the manufacturer’s packaging along with the manufacturer’s patient information leaflet. This leaflet will describe use of the medicine in accordance with the product licence. The GMC considers that a patient should always be informed about any aspects of her regimen that differ from this source of information, in order to minimise confusion and concern.

Gillian Penney,
FRCOG, MFFP
Honorary Director, FPFRHC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: fpceu@abdn.ac.uk

Reference

Confusion surrounding liver enzyme-inducing drugs

In the CEU Guidance on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’ it states in Box 9 that ‘No evidence was identified that supports omitting or reducing the pill-free interval to reduce the risk of ovulation in women using liver enzyme-inducers (Good Practice Point)’.1 In contrast, in the CEU Guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’ it states in Box 23 that ‘Women may be given advice regarding ‘tricycling’ combined hormonal contraception ... if using liver enzyme-inducing drugs (Good Practice Point)’.2 Please clarify.

Graham Davies,
FRCOG, MFFP
Consultant Contemporary Gynaecologist, Contraception and Sexual Health, Ella Gordon Unit, St Mary’s Hospital, Milton Road, Portsmouth, Hampshire PO3 6AD, UK
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Reply

Thank you for your letter allowing us to clarify a discrepancy between two of the most recent evidence-based guidance documents from the CEU.2

In developing evidence-based guidance documents the CEU undertake a systematic literature review in order to provide practical search strategies. In addition to this process our Expert Group may identify publications that we have missed during our systematic review. In our subsequent development of guidance on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’1 we did not identify any published evidence to support improved efficacy of combined oral contraception by avoiding a pill-free interval for women using liver enzyme-inducing drugs. Nevertheless, during a further systematic review our subsequent development guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’2 we identified one publication1 that provided some evidence to support a reduction in the pill-free interval. This evidence was taken into account in the most recent Guidance document.3

The CEU are unable to sustain ‘living guidance’, which would be actively updated as new information became available. All CEU Guidance documents are developed with the intention of being updated every 3 years. We are grateful to all journal readers and Faculty members who identify errors or inconsistencies, which we will ensure are addressed and rectified where necessary during the process of updating CEU Guidance.

Two CEU Guidance documents – those on ‘Emergency contraception’4 and ‘First prescription of combined oral contraception’5 are due to be updated in 2006. We have requested feedback from Faculty members on these Guidance documents.

Susan Brechin,
FRCOG, MFFP
Co-ordinator, FPFRHC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: susan.brechin@abdn.ac.uk
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Drug interactions with hormonal contraception

As the authors of the CEU Guidance document on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’1 make clear the advice has been the subject of much discussion and criticism. But when the very best-evidence runs out, as clinicians we still have a woman in front of us who needs help: based on the next-best evidence ... I argue here that, of the three approved contraceptive interventions for long-term users of enzyme-inducing drugs (EIDs) using the combined oral contraceptive (COC), available data suggest that eliminating as many pill-free intervals (PFIs) as cycle control allows, plus shortening those that are taken to 4 days, will make a substantial contribution to effectiveness: at least as great as increasing the COC dose or added condom use.

Yet, in Box 9 and on page 145 we read: “No evidence was identified that supports omitting or reducing the pill-free interval to reduce the risk of ovulation in women using liver enzyme-inducers (Good Practice Point)”.

First, the obvious: ‘absence of evidence’ is not the same as ‘evidence of absence’, that an effect is real. In this case, the evidence that such shortening or elimination of PFIs would not reduce the risk of ovulation?

Second, there is evidence that research work reviewed by the world Health Organization (WHO) and the CEU itself, establishing beyond reasonable doubt that the enzyme-inducing activity may return, more in some women than others; and that the longer the PFI the greater the ovulation risk. The reverse is also true, as in the very title of one of the three papers, namely ‘Shorter pill-free interval in combined oral contraceptives decreases follicular development’.1 The longer the PFI the greater the evidence of absence, that an effect is real; and oddly enough the CEU recognises this in Table 3 when advising on the lower-risk drug interaction with non-liver enzyme-inducing antibiotics: “If fewer than 7 days of pills are left in the packet after antibiotics have stopped the pill-free interval should be omitted.”

Whence there is now reduced ovarian inhibition due to enzyme induction, how could standard ‘tricycling’ as recommended2 and practised for more than 20 years in the UK — by the elimination of usually three PFIs and the shortening of the fourth (since 1999, to the 4 days evaluated by Sullivan et al.3) — not be advocated? A definitive randomised controlled trial comparing ovulation rates in EID users on 50 μg COCs with and without tricycling, the true extent of which tricycling increases COC efficacy is overwhelming.

As regards long-term users of liver EIDs, the CEU Guidance rightly states that “Information should be given on the use of alternative methods”.

By classifying use of these drugs in Category WHO 3 for the COC,4 WHO intends that the COC method “should not usually be recommended”. Hence the preference of an alternative unaffected method, ideally a long-acting method, is not in dispute – and it has been my recommendation for many years.

But what if the woman, after good counselling, comprehensively rejects or has contraindications to the available effective alternatives to the COC? This Guidance makes no distinction between short- and long-term users. It seems that, even when monogamous relationships, a long-term EID user should use an added method such as condoms together with (an increased dose of) the COC, indefinitely. Given how badly condoms are often used, especially I submit by men who perceive that their partner is already protected, the woman’s conception risk will remain high.

Worryingly, it is not entirely reassuring that at least she will be using stronger COCs than usual.

The problem of breakthrough pregnancies with
EID use and normal 7-day PFIs first emerged in the 50–100 µg era! Indeed, in the Mayo Clinic-based collected series,1 16/25 women who, despite allegedly good pill-taking, consented on emergency inductions were taking 50 µg pills; and the remaining nine were taking 100 µg pills (with mestrans!)

Please, may we have our tricycle back?

John Guillebaud, FRCOG, Hon FFP
Professor of Family Planning and Reproductive Health, University College London, London, UK. E-mail: j.guillebaud@lineone.net
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Reply

We welcome the opportunity to respond to these comments on our FPFRHC Guidance on ‘Drug interactions with hormonal contraception’ published in the April issue of the Journal.1 Your correspondent draws attention to a paper by Spona et al.2 which regards to support the reduction in the pill-free interval in women taking concurrent liver enzyme-inducers.3 As explained in our response to your correspondent, Graham Davies, we failed to identify this paper during our systematic review for the ‘Drug interactions’ Guidance; but did identify it during development of our subsequent Guidance on ‘The use of contraception outside the terms of the product licence’. Within the limits of our resources, the CEU always endeavours to undertake a fully comprehensive and systematic literature search in the Guidance. Nevertheless, relevant papers occasionally are missed by the search strategies used. We are always grateful to Faculty members for alerting us to evidence that we may have overlooked. Such evidence will be taken into account when Guidance is updated.

Gillian Penney, FRCOG, MFFP
Honorary Director, FPFRHC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: j.fpceu@abdn.ac.uk
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Missed pill guidelines

We manage a family planning contraception service for the under-25s in South West Essex, and we are very pleased to see progress on the development of missed pill guidelines. Our young service users often lead chaotic lifestyles with subsequent chaotic pill-taking. By promoting the new advice we feel that we would be giving them further leeway to miss pills, which could result in an increase in unwanted pregnancies. Some service users were taking 50 µg pills, and would have difficulty following the new advice in the ifa leaflet. They have to rely on a clear explanation of pill taking from staff, and the old advice is a lot easier to explain verbally. At present the ifa leaflet advice contradicts that given in the patient information leaflet provided by the pill manufacturers. We understand that the manufacturers advice is unlikely to change since this would involve new product licences being sought. Our current views were discussed at Thurrock PCT’s Medicine Management Committee last month and it was decided that at present all contraception providers working for the PCT should continue to adhere to the former missed pill advice. This recommendation is to be taken to the South West Essex Medicine Management Committee.

Christine Willis, RGN, BA
Acting Manager, Young People’s Advisory Service, Anthony Woodland Centre for Sexual Health, Orsett Hospital, Orsett, UK. E-mail: Chris.willis@thorurr-pct.nhs.uk

Ivy Whitwell, Qualifications
Family Planning Co-ordinator, Family Planning Service, Anthony Woodland Centre for Sexual Health, Orsett Hospital, Orsett, UK. E-mail: Ivy.whitwell@thorurr-pct.nhs.uk

Reply

We welcome the opportunity to respond to these comments on the ‘new missed pill rules’ published by the FPFRHC and endorsed in our Faculty Statement published in the April 2005 issue of the Journal.2 Your correspondents’ main points are: that young women often have chaotic lifestyles and chaotic pill-taking routines (and that the ‘new rules’ are at odds with information in the patient information leaflets provided by manufacturers).

We acknowledge the lifestyle factors that influence contraceptive choices for young people. The new ‘missed pill rules’ do not negate or contradict the responsibility of clinicians caring for young people to promote the fundamental importance of regular, disciplined, pill-taking routines. Pragmatic measures, such as use of the alarm call facility on a mobile phone, can assist young people who are too busy in their chaotic lifestyle to adhere to the routine. We do not believe that evidence-based missed pill rules, which minimise unnecessary interventions for young women, condom or reinforce poor pill-taking routines. If a young woman has a lifestyle that is incompatible with regular pill-taking, then she needs a user-independent method of contraception, not ‘stricter’ missed pill rules.

We also acknowledge that the new WHO recommendations differ from the advice given in manufacturers’ leaflets. However, the problem of conflicting information from different sources is not new. Advice given in different manufacturers’ leaflets varies in some details, as does advice in the British National Formulary. Achievement of uniformity and consistency was one of the reasons given by the WHO for producing the new advice.

We disagree that the new advice is more difficult than the old to explain verbally to an individual patient. Each woman need only be given the ‘rules’ that apply to her own pill formulation (20 µg or 30 µg ethinylestradiol); there are fewer circumstances in which she must adopt any special measures (only if she has missed ‘two for twenty’ or ‘three for thirty’ pills); and there are fewer circumstances in which emergency contraception must be considered (only if pills have been missed in Week 1 of the pill-taking cycle).

Thus, the CEU stands by their endorsement of the WHO’s ‘missed pill rules’. Nevertheless, an individual clinician managing an individual patient might choose to give different advice suited to individual circumstances or based on his/her own interpretation of available evidence.

Gillian Penney, FRCOG, MFFP
Honorary Director, FPFRHC Clinical Effectiveness Unit, University of Aberdeen, Aberdeen, UK. E-mail: j.fpceu@abdn.ac.uk
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Preoperative counselling for female sterilisation

I read with great interest the article by Philip Oswald and colleagues on documentation of preoperative counselling for female sterilisation.1 A similar audit was conducted recently in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, Nobles Hospital, Isle of Man and included 81 cases which were admitted for sterilisation between October 2002 and September 2004. The auditable standards were obtained from the Clinical Guidelines No. 4 of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists (RCOG), (published in January 2004) and the RCOG Consent Advice 3 (published in October 2004). Data were collected retrospectively from the case notes.

The results of the audit were as follows:

- Discussion regarding vasectomy was recorded in 60% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding sterilisation (either laparoscopic or via a trans-vaginal approach) was recorded in 60% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding Mirena® was recorded in 84% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding Depo-Provera® was recorded in 54% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding the failure rate was recorded in 95% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding risks specific to laparoscopy and risk of ministereotomies were recorded in 89% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding the risk of ectopic pregnancy in cases of failure was recorded in 85% of the case notes.
- Discussion regarding irreversibility was recorded in 94% of the case notes. However, discussion regarding the reversal procedure and its success rates were only recorded in 1% of the case notes.
- Advice regarding use of effective contraception until the next periods was recorded in 19% of the case notes.

It was concluded that documentation of preoperative counselling for female sterilisation needs to be improved. It was recommended that a ‘tick box’ proforma should be used, and to do a re-audit in 12 months’ time to check whether the introduction of the proforma has resulted in an improvement of documentation.

The female sterilisation procedure is very commonly performed. It is a small procedure that is attractive to female patients in the potential to avoid complaints and litigation. I have a few comments to make regarding the sample proforma that was included in the article.

The Consent Advice 3 of the RCOG recommends that the procedure should be called a laparoscopic tubal occlusion. Moreover, the risk of death (which is 1 in 12 000 procedures) should be mentioned. During the preprocedure discussion it is difficult to emphasise the irreversibility of the procedure whilst at the same time talking about the reversal procedures and their success rates.